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SSC Class 9 
 

SSC DVD 4 Counter Time: 1:15 – 2:30 

 
Questions and Answers 

 
 

1. Emerald is the dominant color of the fully activated Amoraea Flame Body, and 
this is where the term “Emerald Covenant” originates.  True or false? 
• True. Full Flame Body activation combines the non-visible color spectrums of the 

ManA (gold), ManU (a deep rich azurite blue) and EirA (pale silvery blue) to 
create a blue-green emerald coloring; you can "see-feel" it from the sound field 
beyond light-oscillation, more into the core vibrational frequency level. 

 
2. Falling asleep during a taped technique means you aren't ready for that 

particular activation yet; you need to become more familiar with previous 
technques first. True or False? 
• False.  Falling asleep just means your body isn't used to holding that frequency 

yet. Your frequency is expanding and your body is getting tired, so your 
consciousness is going higher in frequency and will pick up the encoding from the 
astral. It will take awhile to be able to remember it consciously, but it will  happen 
with continued practice. 

 
3. Code images are inanimate instructions for our multidimensional bodies, much 

like instructions for connecting and powering a stereo. True or False?  
• False. Codes represent living consciousness collectives. They hold mathematical 

instructions for our shields, since everybody's shields are a smaller part of the 
consciousness collectives.  That means everything manifest is a part of the 
consciousness collectives, part of a family of consciousness―in a way they are 
like "our ancient, ancient original relatives."     

 
4. Flame Body activation is no longer useful after plugging into the Golden Fleece 

Host Matrix. True or False?  
• False. The Flame Body activation process can be speeded up by working with the 

Flame Body Activation Techniques directly as opposed to letting the activation 
automatically filter down through the collective shields. 

 
5. DNA activation is a natural part of every Stellar Activation Cycle. True or false? 

• True 
 

6. The Black Hearts of Metatron are a series of implants designed to rapidly 
reverse the activating template into Metatronic fall. They exist in the Personal, 
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Planetary, Galactic and even Universal shields up to Dimension  11.5. True or 
false? 
• True.   
 

7. The real crucifixion story was about Metatronic implants blocking/crucifying 
our ability to run D-12 Maharata/Christos current to activate our Flame Bodies 
and the Silver Sanctum. True or false? 
• True 
 

8. We have a subconscious mind because of electrostatic fields blocking frequency 
flow between our Dimensions 1 and 2 levels of consciousness and our Dimension 
3 awareness. True or false? 
• True. 
 
 
 
 

9. Shadow Dancers, beings from black hole systems, could push their consciousness 
through the Shadow Body template and force a possession of the physical body.  
True or false? 
• True, although this scenario is much reduced since all connections to Phantom 

Matrix closed as of Hetharo anchoring of the Christos Seed Atom and Shadow 
Reclamation. 

 
 
 

Vocabulary 
 
 
1. Metatronic Code: 
The mathematical formula that creates black hole Merkaba vehicles; also known as the 
Fibonacci sequence. 
 
2. Transharmonic: 
The ability to shift the axis on which atoms spin from the angle of one Density to a 
another different Density angle (e.g.,  Density-1 to Density-2). 
 
3. Ankh:   
An external tool based on Metatronic sequence technology. It could be used to do 
amazing things ("they could move mountains if they wanted to");  it worked by sucking 
power out of the planetary grids by ripping holes in them. 
 
4. Veca Codes: 
The shield codes that activate/open Density Locks, allowing for progressive activation of  
Flame Body levels, DNA and associated Merkaba levels. 
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5. Cruxansataea: 
A natural Ankh-shaped field configuration within a fully activated Amoraea Flame Body. 
 
6. BST/Beast Machine: 
Technology using electromagnetics on a multidimensional spectrum that has the ability to 
take people, planets and galaxies into black hole status. “BST” stands for Blank Slate 
Technology because the technology literally shatters the memory matrix and reassembles 
it in an inorganic way so one becomes cut off from creation. 
 
7. Celestalline: 
A hormone derivative substance that allows the body to create other hormones that will 
allow changes in atomic structure. Excreted as liquid just before and after Star Gate 
travel, rapidly drying to a light dusty powder. Also called Blue Powder Gold in its pure 
form.   
 

 
Multiple Choice 

 
1. One of the easiest ways to activate and encode a person’s whole system is to 

work with: 
(a) Optical-pineal induction of properly sequenced individual codes (Veca, Ecka, 

Scepter Pillar codes, etc.). 
(b) Manual Merkaba spins. 
(c) Optical-pineal induction of composite shield codes. 
(d) Astral coupling/direct code download. 

 
2. The term “Emerald Covenant” comes from __________. 

(a) the original copy of the co-evolutionary peace treaty holographically encrypted 
into emerald crystalline projection stones 

(b) Founders races who work with knowledge of the Emerald Amoraea Flame 
(c) the fact that only those races from Emerald Order Melchizedek Cloister lines are 

welcome to uphold its principles 
(d)  a and b 
(e) a, b and c 

 
3. The phrase "be your own Ankh" refers to ___________.  

(a) fashioning "your own" Ankh tool with transharmonic copper  
(b) activating the Cruxansataea field as part of Flame Body activation 
(c) the level of Flame Body activation in which one has the ability to begin creating 

external merkaba fields     
 
4. Flame Body activation can be engaged __________.  

(a) only before doing the "clearing of the Zodiac imprint" technique 
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(b) only during the same technique run as the "clearing of the Zodiac imprint" 
technique 

(c) only before "clearing of the Zodiac imprint" in order to activate progressively and 
easily 

(d)  none of the above 
 
5. The Silver Sanctum is _________.  

(a) the depolarized D-5 and D-7 Eiros field   
(b) the pale silver D-12 frequency flame-shaped Eckasha bubble around you in your 

Auric field 
(c) a strong protection field that transmutes environmental electromagnetic radiation 
(d) all of the above 
 

6. The real historical crucifixion was about _________.  
(a) The desire to build a story about encouraging martyrdom 
(b) blocking manifestation abilities in the palm and foot chakras 
(c) blocking the spleen interface between the Etheric Body, Flame Body levels and 

the physical anatomy 
(d)  blocking pineal functions to literally shrink brain size and functions 
(e) all of the above 

 
7. Normal Anti-Christos Merkaba _______________. 

(a) compacts seed atom energy until used up, expands until it bursts and disintegrates, 
then goes back into the natural grids 

(b) turns the body into an energy-sucking device that plugs into the natural grids 
(c) requires implants to help transduce frequency to keep it going 
(d) all of the above  

 
8. Shadow Dancers __________________. 

(a) force themselves through the Shadow Bodies of 80 to 95% of channels to  
progressively take possession of the channel’s body 

(b) push themselves into another being’s circuitry, resulting in chemical imbalances 
and very serious behavioral issues 

(c) are immune to Golden Fleece/Christos Seed Atom frequency 
(d)  a and b 
(e) a, b and c 

 
Multiple Choice Answers:  
1. C, 2. B, 3. B, 4. D, 5. D, 6. E, 7. A, 8. D 
 
 
 
 
The dynamics of the emerging MCEO materials involve the reality that the detailed understanding of major 
topics is under continuous development; therefore, the contents, and level of detail herein, are as advanced 
as possible UP TO the date of the workshop recording. 
 


